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Abstract: The increase of Internet of Things devices and the rise of more computationally intense
applications presents challenges for future Internet of Things architectures. We envision a future
in which edge, fog, and cloud devices work together to execute future applications. Because the
entire application cannot run on smaller edge or fog devices, we will need to split the application into
smaller application components. These application components will send event messages to each
other to create a single application from multiple application components. The execution location
of the application components can be optimized to minimize the resource consumption. In this
paper, we describe the Distributed Uniform Stream (DUST) framework that creates an abstraction
between the application components and the middleware which is required to make the execution
location transparent to the application component. We describe a real-world application that uses
the DUST framework for platform transparency. Next to the DUST framework, we also describe
the distributed DUST Coordinator, which will optimize the resource consumption by moving the
application components to a different execution location. The coordinators will use an adapted
version of the Contract Net Protocol to find local minima in resource consumption.
Keywords: Event Processing; Distributed Resource Optimization; Contract Net Protocol; middleware;
Internet of Things

1. Introduction
The computational resources of Internet of Things (IoT) [1,2] devices are typically limited.
Traditionally, these computational resources are extended with resources from the cloud [3].
This architecture makes complex applications possible with limited computational resources at the
edge. The increase in connected devices and new applications that require low latency requires a new
computational paradigm. In this new computational paradigm, the software is no longer executed
statically but is executed by the device with enough available resources, and that fulfils the application
requirements. These applications will be executed dynamically by the device that is most optimal at a
given moment in time. This means that the edge devices, fog devices, and the cloud will work together
to make optimal use of the resources that are available. To achieve this optimal use of resources,
we will need to monitor a lot of resources such as network usage, response times, battery life, and
computational resource, etc. All these resources will be used to make the optimal decision about which
device will execute an application.
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In a modern IoT environment, a large volume of data is produced at a high rate, resulting in a
huge data stream that needs to be processed. Moxey et al. [4] describe a method to process such a data
stream with the use of an event-processing model, incorporating multiple application components.
This model prescribes a flow of events; the event is produced by an event producer (e.g., an updated
GPS location), after which it is processed by an event processor and sent to an event consumer
(see Figure 1). Using this paradigm, one can split up a single monolithic application into multiple
interconnected application components. This allows us to run each component on a designated device;
the use of resources for the entire application can then be distributed along multiple devices. However,
as the resource requirements are based on the amount of received events, such event-processing devices
are prone to an overload of events, resulting in an overloaded device. However, these overloaded
situations can be overcome if those application components are allowed to migrate to devices with
more resources available.
Raw
events
Producer 1

Processed
events
Consumer 1
Processor 1

Producer 2

Processor 2

Consumer 2

Figure 1. The event-streaming graph from producers towards the consumers.

In this paper, we propose the Distributed Uniform Stream (DUST) Framework [5], which paves the
road towards an elastic streaming platform. It optimizes the distribution of resources in a modern IoT
environment. The core of the framework, called DUST Core, enables different application components
to stream events between each other. As the components need to be able to migrate between devices,
the underlying middleware configuration must be interchangeable; the Core makes abstraction
of this towards the application components. Additionally, a distributed coordination system is
introduced, which takes the optimization and distribution of the components over available resources
into account. This results in a system of application components that can adapt to occurring changes
in event-streaming rates in a flexible way.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work regarding this research is discussed.
Section 3 elaborates on the proposed DUST Core and the Event-Streaming paradigm, while the
coordinator system is described in Section 4. The conducted experiments and its results for different
use cases are analyzed in Section 5. Section 6 elaborates on a real-world application architecture,
created with the DUST Core. Finally, this paper is concluded, and future work is described in Section 7.
2. Related Work
Karim Habak et al. [6] propose the FemtoCloud architecture, enabling the clustering of closely
geo-located mobile devices, such as mobile phones at public events. The cluster cooperates to execute
tasks, simulating a cloud environment. These clustered mobile devices are connected to a main
controller, which controls task scheduling and resource management. The FemtoCloud architecture has
a major focus on the dynamic behavior of the devices, optimizing task distribution while minimizing
efficiency loss due to device churn. Alternatives to the FemtoCloud architecture, such as the prevalent
Multi-Access Edge Computing, have been discussed and analyzed by Pan et al. [7].
Teranishi et al. [8] propose a methodology to dynamically reconfigure event streams in
edge-computing environments. Their algorithm can replicate running processes and change the
data flow structure, depending on the number of sensors and the amount of data they produce. Two
major mechanisms are defined. The scale in/out mechanism ensures the creation of new computation
nodes when the computational load threshold is exceeded (scale out). Once the computation load
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drops back down this threshold, the scaled out nodes will stop running (scale in). The computation
offload mechanism detects when too much resources are used. When this happens, it will optimize the
network usage and computational load by offloading application components.
In this paper, we used the event-processing model (as described by Moxey et al. [4]) to split the
application into multiple application components that stream events to create an application graph
the can be placed on multiple execution devices. By doing so, we create an elastic stream processing
system for edge, fog, and cloud devices. Hummer et al. [9] describe elastic stream processing with the
context of cloud processing. They describe a variety of methods to handle the highly dynamic nature
of event processing by using methods such as Quality of Service (QoS) adaptions or event dropping.
This paper focuses on distributed optimal application component placement within the context of
cloud devices, fog devices, and edge devices. Eyckerman et al. [10] describe a centralized approach
for task placement within the same context. They investigate the use of a genetic algorithm and hill
climbing algorithm within this context and compare their result with the optimal task placement that
is achieved with a brute force search method.
There are multiple ways of testing such applications and their distribution techniques. One of
them is by using a testbed. One major example is the Fed4Fire+ testbed [11] located across all of Europe.
This testbed, funded by the Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme, provides several beds
with their own capabilities and use cases, ranging from distributed computing to software defined
radio to 5G networking. Open to researchers, this testbed can be used to test in realistic environments,
potentially improving result correctness compared to simulation.
Byers [12] provides us with many use cases. Their survey mainly focuses on fog computing,
but can be extended to other edge-computing paradigms. Examples of use cases are transportation,
such as autonomous vehicles; utilities, such as smart grids and consumer, such as smart homes,
among many others. This gives an incentive for the development of the distributed framework and
the distributed coordination thereof.
In this paper, we will also look for the optimal placement of application components that
use event-streaming to send event messages between the application components. Our methods
are different from the state-of-the-art methods because we use distributed coordinators that will
use multi-agent methods to search for an optimal placement of these application components.
These coordinators will use a cost function to describe the quality of a certain execution location in
contrast to predetermined thresholds.
3. DUST Core for Event Streaming
The DUST-Core library implements the common functionality that is required for every streaming
component (see Figure 1). This includes functionality such as event-streaming and configuration
of the application component but does not include the functionality of the dynamic placement of
application components. The dynamic placement is implemented in the DUST Coordinator which
is described in Section 4. The DUST-Core architecture (see Figure 2) is divided into three main
software modules. The first software module is the application interface which is designed to
create the required abstraction to migrate application components and to change the middleware
during runtime (e.g., use shared memory when application components are on the same physical
device). The second module is the definition of the middleware implementation and requirements for
event-streaming. The last software module is the DUST Core, which implements the functionality such
as communication with the coordinator, message batching, etc. These software modules are described
in the following subsections.
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Figure 2. The common DUST-Core architecture.

3.1. Application Interface
The first software module within the DUST Core is the Application interface. The design of
this interface defines what can be optimized by the coordinator during runtime of the application
component. The DUST framework uses the object-oriented programming paradigm to define
the software structure. Every application will extend an abstract application component object.
This extended object is used by the application to define the application callback functions,
present DUST with the correct configuration file and allow the application to call the publish function.
The structure of the events between the application components and between the application and the
DUST Core is defined by the DUST-Messages. The DUST Core supports unprocessed event from a
source device and events from a processor with a more complex data structure. These data-structures
can be defined on the application level and are serialized to bytes. These bytes are stored in the
payload field of the DUST Message. The DUST-messages data structure is defined as shown in Table 1.
The DUST Core will add meta information to the DUST Message like a message id, a time stamp and
source id. Because DUST is a publish/subscribe-based platform, the application can choose which
application components will receive this event by selecting the topic on which the data is published.
Table 1. The DUST Message data structure.
Type

Description

ID

uint64

A field that is incremented with one to create a unique number for every
message.

Type

uint64

An optional field in which the application can define the type of message
that is send in the payload.

Timestamp

uint64 + uint32

The UTC-time of sending an event message.

Key

bytes

An optional field to indicate the key which can be used by the application.

Payload

bytes

The payload of the message. The application can define the structure of the
payload.

Source ID

string

The unique string that defines the source application component of the
message.

This interface was developed to make the middleware and the execution location transparent to
the application. This is a fundamental requirement when we need to change the middleware at runtime
or move the application component to a different execution location which is a basic requirement
for the DUST Coordinator (See Section 4). In the future, we plan to extend this interface to add
new functionalities.
3.2. Middleware
The middleware allows the DUST Core to send the event messages between the application
components. A variety of message protocols are available which can be used to stream these
events. Every middleware has its own advantages and disadvantages. To support all these
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message protocols, the DUST Core makes abstraction of these protocols with a middleware interface.
The conversion between the protocol implementation and the interface is handled by a middleware
specific implementation. Every middleware specific implementation will also include a configuration
parsing module to configure the middleware with the middleware specific functions. This makes that
the DUST Core and by extension the application has no middleware specific code. This abstraction
allows us to make the middleware transparent to the application and extend the amount of available
message protocols.
The interface requires that the middleware can deliver the serialized message to other application
components based on the publish subscribe paradigm. In this research, we used the messaging
protocols MQTT [13], ZeroMQ [14] and DDS [15]. This abstraction allows the DUST Coordinator (see
Section 4) to change the execution location of the application component without the need to change
the software of the application component. The middleware abstraction will also allow us, in the
future, to change to middleware based on the context (e.g., when application components run on the
same device, we can change to a middleware that allows for shared memory communication). In the
future, we can add additional middleware frameworks such as Kafka [16] to extend the amount of use
cases that can be developed using DUST.
3.3. Core Functionality
The DUST Core will connect the application interface module with the middleware modules
and offer the general functionality that every application component requires. The DUST Core offers
functionality that is available over every message protocol within DUST.
The first functionality DUST offers is event message batching. The goal of batching is to group
messages and send them together to minimize the impact on the network. This is important when a lot
of small messages are being sent as in an IoT environment. The disadvantage of this approach is that
some message need to wait before they are being sent. The DUST Core allows the user to configure the
size of the batch before they are being send.
The next functionality the DUST Core offers is that it allows the coordinator to change the
middleware during runtime to optimize the distributed resource consumption. Changing the
middleware during runtime increases the chance that a message gets lost while the system is in
transition. To minimize this problem, the DUST Core will implement a basic QoS level. The DUST
Core will add an ID to every message (see Table 1). This ID is used to validate which messages are
missing at the receiver side. When a message is missing, the DUST Core will notify the application
which messages are missing. This is an important feature when we move application components and
cannot guarantee that messages will arrive. The final QoS that is achieved by using the DUST Core
will depend on the used middleware in combination with the added QoS that is built on top of the
middleware. The QoS of the middleware can be adapted in the configuration or in the middleware
specific implementation.
The DUST-Core library also implements the behavior required for the component monitoring.
The library makes measurements such as CPU usage, RAM usage, and the number of messages sent
between application components. These measurements are sent to the DUST Coordinator to be used
in the distributed resource optimization process. The communication between the coordinator is also
used to send commands from the coordinator to the application component such as a middleware
change or a request to stop the process.
4. DUST Coordinator for Distributed Resource Optimization
The goal of the DUST Coordinator is to monitor every device and adapt the execution location of
the application components to minimize the resource consumption. The DUST Coordinator is built on
top of the DUST Core and requires that every application component uses the DUST-Core library to
stream events. In this section, we will discuss the DUST Coordinator design and the required system
architecture to optimize the distributed resource consumption.
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4.1. DUST Coordinator System Architecture
The DUST system architecture uses multiple devices (e.g., IoT devices, fog devices and cloud
servers) that will cooperate to execute the application graph. The DUST system architecture is shown
in Figure 3. The group of devices that help to execute a certain application graph work in the same
application space. Every device that is in an application space is required to run a DUST Coordinator.
The DUST Coordinators that are in the same application space communicate with each other to
optimize the distributed resources consumption. DUST Coordinators that are in a different application
spaces do not communicate (e.g., limit the number of coordinators to the coordinators in a single
smart home and one cloud instance). Certain devices work in multiple application spaces (e.g., a cloud
server) and require a DUST Coordinator for every application space.

Shared Cloud Server

IoT Device

IoT Device

Coordinator A

Coordinator B

Coordinator C

Producer
DUST-Core

Processor
DUST-Core

Consumer
DUST-Core

Producer
DUST-Core

Consumer
DUST-Core

DUST-Core

DUST-Core

DUST-Core

Application Space A

Coordinator D
Consumer
DUST-Core

DUST-Core

Application Space B

Figure 3. The DUST system architecture using the DUST Core and the DUST Coordinators with
multiple application spaces.

The DUST Coordinator is responsible to start, stop, and monitor every application component that
runs on that device. The coordinators will communicate with the coordinators in the same application
space to optimize the distributed resource consumption. The communication between the coordinators
is implemented by the DUST-Core library (see Section 3). The DUST Coordinators are currently only
able to move stateless application components because the DUST Core is currently not able to move
states from one device to another.
4.2. Contract Net Protocol for Application Component Distribution
The DUST Coordinators will attempt to optimize the distributed resource consumption by
changing the execution location of the application components. To determine where the application
component will be executed, the coordinators will use an adapted version of the Contract Net Protocol
(CNET) [17,18]. This is a method from the multi-agent research domain. The idea of the CNET protocol
is to create an auction in which every DUST Coordinator will make an offer for a certain application
component. The agent that can make the highest offer, will execute the application component.
The CNET protocol contains multiple phases which are described below.
Organizer auction In the first phase, every coordinator that detects that an application component
can be moved to another device (only processing components are allowed to move) will make a
random offer to become the next organizer. The coordinator that can make the highest offer will
be the organizer for the next phase. Every offer of the coordinator is a random value to ensure
that every coordinator has the same chance to become the next organizer. The offer is sent to
every coordinator which will compare the offer with other values it received. Once a coordinator
receives an offer that is higher than every previous offer, the coordinator will response with
a vote.
Organizer announcement The coordinator that received a vote from all the coordinators will become
the organizer for the next phase. Once a coordinator receives a vote from every coordinator,
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it means that every coordinator received the offer and has determined that this offer is the
highest. The organizer will respond with an announcement message and will initialize the next
phase. In case that no coordinator has received a vote from every coordinator, it means that
messages where lost during the auction and the auction will be reset after a certain timeout and
the coordinators will restart from the first phase.
Task announcement In this phase, the organizer will organize a new auction to determine the
execution location of an application component that is running on its device. The organizer
will do this by sending a task announcement message to every coordinator which contains the
application component requirements. The application component requirements are defined by
the application components.
Task bidding In the task bidding phase, every coordinator will create an offer of the application
components based on its requirements and based on the requirements of the application
component that are running on the device of the coordinator. This offer is created with a
cost function (see Section 4.3) that represents how the coordinator evaluates the capabilities of
the device.
Task awarding The organizer will receive an offer from every coordinator and will determine the
device which generates the highest offer based on the cost function. In this state of the
algorithm, a new configuration will be sent to all the coordinators to update the middleware
settings to support the new execution location and start the application component on the new
execution location.
Organizer release Once the organizer finishes the auctions for the application components, it will
release the organizer state by sending an organizer release message to every coordinator. This will
trigger the first phase in every coordinator and the process repeats.
4.3. Cost-Function
The coordinators will evaluate the current state of the device and the requirements of the
application component with the cost function to create an offer for an application component
(see Section 4.2). This offer is used in the CNET algorithm. Sharif et al. [19] describe an equation
(see Equation (1)) which can be used to estimate the total resource consumption and map these Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) to a total system cost. Their equation uses KPIs such as CPU usage
or network usage. These KPIs are multiplied with a weight wij which represent the importance of a
certain KPI. When we add every weighted KPI of every application component and for every device,
we achieve the total distributed resource consumption.
#Components #KPI

C=

∑

∑

i =1

wij Cij

(1)

j =1

To calculate a weighted offer for a single application component, we adapt Equation (1) by using
the inverse cost for every KPI. This calculation is carried out in Equation (2).
#KPI

O f f er =

∑

j =1

1
w j Cj

(2)

In this research, we focused on the following KPIs: CPU usage, and the amount of network
communication between application components. For every KPI, the weight w is determined
empirically. In future research, we could take more KPIs into account; examples are memory usage,
energy consumption, and response time. Another way to create an offer for a device is to take the
execution cost of a real-world application component into account, which can also be based on the
aforementioned KPIs.
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5. Experiments
To validate the functionality of the DUST Coordinator, we perform several experiments to
determine the capabilities to optimize the resource use of the application components. Therefore,
we need to define KPI’s that allow us to quantitatively compare the optimizations that the DUST
Coordinators had made. For this experiment, the following KPIs are chosen:
•
•
•

The CPU usage
The network usage
The number of received messages

The CPU and Network usage are very similar to the KPIs used to calculate the offer of a
coordinator. The last KPI is added to the list to verify if the chain of application components can
process the number of messages. A drop in the number of received messages indicates that the device
was not able to process all messages of the application components. Each experiment had a runtime of
15 min for every use case. This provided the system enough time to stabilize and migrate application
components to other devices by the DUST Coordinator if needed. For each use case, we applied a
different configuration to have a wider coverage of various setups.
5.1. Use Case 1: Sensor to Cloud Streaming
The first use case is a configuration of a sensor node that streams events to the cloud, as shown
in Figure 4. The producer component generates more excessive data than needed by the consumer.
Therefore, a filter is placed between the producer and consumer. The filter performs a decimation
of two (i.e., only one message out of two will be passed through). The producer and consumer
components are not interchangeable between devices as the data is generated in the sensor node and
the events are stored in the cloud node. However, the filter component can be placed on both nodes.
The task of the DUST Coordinators is to find the optimal placement of the filter component on one of
the nodes within the network. The hardware of the sensor is a Raspberry Pi 3 B+ with only a single
core enabled. The cloud server uses an Intel i7-7700HQ processor.

Sensor

Filter

Cloud

DUST-Core

Producer

Consumer

DUST-Core

DUST-Core

Figure 4. The streaming configuration from sensor to cloud. The filter can be placed on the sensor or
on the cloud depending on the devices and the applications.

For the first experiment, we configured the sensor node to produce 100 messages per second.
In Table 2, the results of four different runs are shown to determine the optimal placement of the filter
component and observe the behavior of the DUST Coordinators with this configuration. The first two
runs examine the performance of the system when the filter component is placed consecutively on the
sensor and cloud node without being managed by the DUST Coordinators. The latter experiments
indicate that the DUST Coordinators will choose the place the filter component on the sensor node to
reduce the network usage. The time to migrate a component between the nodes can vary as the offer
to become the organizer is determined randomly.
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Table 2. Network optimization of use case 1.
Managed by
DUST

Filter before
Migration

Filter after
Migration

CPU Usage of
Sensor/Cloud (%)

Messages
Received

Total Network
Usage (MB)

7
7

Sensor
Cloud

Sensor
Cloud

29.2/1.1
16.3/2.0

44,420
44,560

5.20
7.44

3
3

Sensor
Cloud

Sensor
Sensor

29.2/1.5
29.2/1.9

44,460
43,940

5.48
5.63

For the second experiment, we increased the number of messages to the point where the sensor
is unable to run the producer and filter component. The results in Table 3 show for the first two
experiments that the system can deliver more messages to the consumer component when the filter
component is placed on the cloud node. When the DUST framework manages the setup, we see that
the DUST Coordinators will move the filter to the cloud to increase the throughput of the entire system.
Table 3. CPU optimization of use case 1.
Managed by
DUST

Filter before
Migration

Filter after
Migration

CPU Usage of
Sensor/Cloud (%)

Messages
Received

Total Network
Usage (MB)

7
7

Sensor
Cloud

Sensor
Cloud

89.1 a /2.6
89.7 a /13.2

192,040
409,960

12.81
43.87

3
3

Sensor
Cloud

Cloud
Cloud

89.3 a /5.3
86.9 a /5.8

326,340
380,060

34.28
40.90

a

The remaining CPU cycles are used by kernel.

5.2. Use Case 2: Fog Computing
The second use case covers the optimization problem of multiple edge devices that can run
multiple application components. Figure 5 shows the configuration of this experiment. The two
sensors on the left will send data to the processor component in the middle. The processed data is
then sent to the actuator on the right, which performs an action with the data. An average of every
3000 samples of the first sensor is also sent to the cloud though, as shown in the top half of the figure.
The Sensor 1 and actuator components are executed on a Raspberry Pi 3 B+ with only a single core
enabled. The Sensor 2 component is placed on a different Raspberry Pi 3 B+ with all its four cores
enabled. The cloud node runs on an Intel i7-7700HQ processor.

Sensor 1

Average

Producer

Sensor 2
Producer

Cloud
Consumer

Processor

Actuator
Consumer

Figure 5. The streaming configuration from sensors to the actuator. The events from sensor 1 are also
averaged over time and send to the cloud.

As a reference, we locked the software components to fixed devices as a reference for the
performance. The results without optimizations are shown in the first four rows of Table 4. We observe
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a high CPU usage on the actuator node while there are still computational resources available on other
nodes. Additionally, the network load of the Cloud node is very high which we ultimately want to
avoid as this connection often is more expensive. When the same configuration is managed by the
DUST framework, we notice that the DUST Coordinators place the Processor and Average Application
component to the actuator node as shown in the last four rows of Table 4. The actuator node has more
computational resources. By migrating the blocks to the actuator node, the network usage of the cloud
node is significantly reduced, and the CPU load of the actuator and Sensor 1 node is minimized.
Table 4. Fog computing results of use case 2.
Managed by
DUST

Device

Running Components
on the Device

CPU Usage
of Device (%)

Messages
Received

Device Network
Usage (MB)

7
7
7
7

Sensor 1
Sensor 2
Actuator
Cloud

Source
Source
Processor, Sink
Average, Sink

59.9
19.2
77.9
37.8

n.a.
n.a.
237,045
88

33.16
11.54
25.18
20.56

3
3

Sensor 1
Sensor 2

61.2
191.5

n.a.
n.a.

33.97
49.90

3
3

Actuator
Cloud

Source
Source, Average,
Processor
Sink
Sink

57.1
20.3

291,620
87

25.75
8.240

5.3. Use Case 3: Global Optimisations
The final use case shows that the current auction implementation of the DUST Coordinators is not
always able to optimize the resource consumption to global minima. Figure 6 shows the configuration
of this experiment. The sensor is sending two event streams to the actuator. This data is first filtered
before sending it to the corresponding consumer component. Producer 1 will send 200 messages
per second while producer 2 only send 100 messages per second. The sensor and actuator node are
only allowed to run 3 different components at the same time, due to limited computational resources.
Both nodes are executed on two Raspberry Pi 3 B+ with only a single core enabled.

Sensor

Producer2
DUST-Core

Actuator

Producer1

Filter1

Consumer1

DUST-Core

DUST-Core

DUST-Core

Filter2
DUST-Core

Consumer2
DUST-Core

Figure 6. The streaming configuration from sensor to actuator. The filters can be placed on the sensor
or on the actuator.

Table 5 is a summary of the experiment results. The network usage shows to be the most optimal
in the first two experiments when Filter 1 is placed on the sensor node and Filter 2 on the actuator
node. The last experiment however shows that the DUST Coordinator was not able to migrate the
components as only one component can be moved at a time. These results show that the DUST
Coordinators cannot always find the global minima in resource consumption.
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Table 5. The global optimisation results.
Managed by
DUST

Filter1/2 Start
Device

7
7
3

Filter1/2 End
Device

CPU Usage of
Sensor/Actuator (%)

Messages
Received

Total Network
Usage (MB)

Actuator/Sensor Actuator/Sensor 63.4/64.3
Sensor/Actuator Sensor/Actuator 81.6/46.2

133,270
133,130

38.40
32.60

Actuator/Sensor Actuator/Sensor 64.5/63.4

132,718

39.00

6. Platform Transparency Using Dust: A Connected Driving Use Case
The experiments in Section 5 focusses on the distributed resource distribution using the DUST
Coordinators. In this section, we describe a connected driving use case we developed using the
DUST-Core. We chose to discuss this use case to highlight the advantages and design considerations
when using the DUST-Core without the DUST Coordinators to make the platform transparent to the
application components.
In the future, cars will use communication technologies to share useful information with other
cars. For example, when a car detects an obstacle on the highway, we need to share this information
with other vehicles to improve the safety on the road. Marquez-Barja et al. [20] describe the Smart
Highway project in which we are developing a testbed for Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication.
We do this by installing communication equipment on the highway and by creating an Onboard Unit
(OBU). The OBU is capable of sensor processing and can use communication equipment within the
vehicle. In this use case, we will focus on the development of the OBU.
A big requirement when we were developing the OBU was that the system needs to be very
flexible because it will be used within a Smart Highway testbed. This means that the software for the
OBU needs to be able to handle different kind of sensor hardware, actuator hardware, communication
hardware, and processing hardware. This large flexibility in hardware forms a challenge to develop
the standardized software which is required for the testbed. In the next subsections, we will describe
how we used the DUST-Core to create a platform transparent software architecture to create a
flexible testbed.
6.1. Application Component Architecture for Hardware Transparency
The OBU-software is based on the event-processing model (as described by Moxey et al. [4])
and implemented using the DUST-Core. We have no DUST Coordinators in the OBU because we
need a fixed execution location for every application component (although this could be a future
research direction). As discussed in the previous subsection, the software architecture needs to be
able to handle large hardware changes with a minimal change in software. To handle this change in
hardware, we construct applications with an application graph of multiple application components
that stream events to each other. This software architecture allows us to create a strong hardware
flexibility without changing the entire application (the processing components are reusable). When
we change the event producer of consumer (e.g., the sensor hardware, actuator hardware, or the
communication hardware), we only need to change the event producer and/or event consumer that
is relevant and reuse the processing components. Figure 7 shows that we can implement multiple
producers to read the information from the sensor and publish it in the same data format. By doing so,
the hardware change is transparent to the other application components. Additionally, to changing
the hardware, we can also replay stored sensor data in the same data format as the original sensor.
This allows developers to stub the original sensors without the need for the physical sensors. Figure 7
also shows that the receiving actuators can also be interchanged if we write a new consumer application
component to control the actuator with the same data format.
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DUST-Core

DUST-Core
Other Application
Components

Sensor B Producer
DUST-Core
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DUST-Core
Logger to File

DUST-Core

DUST-Core

Figure 7. The hardware is transparent to the processing application components.

When we change the execution location of a processing application component to a different
processing unit, we only need to change the configuration of the application components. This change
in configuration will change the flow of events to include the different processing unit in the application
execution graph without any change in the application components. This software architecture allows
hardware flexibility without the need to restructure the entire application.
6.2. Middleware Transparency
In the previous section, we described the importance of hardware transparency in the development
of the OBU architecture. Next to the hardware transparency, we are also able to create the middleware
transparency by using the DUST-Core as a middleware platform. The middleware interface within
DUST allows us to change the middleware without the need to change the application components
in the application graph. This is also a key requirement within the development of the OBU because
when an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) will implement software from the Smart Highway
testbed to a real vehicle, they will not use a middleware such as ZeroMQ or MQTT but will send
event message on a standard from the automotive industry (e.g., Controller Area Network (CAN),
Flexray or Automotive Ethernet). This change in middleware is possible because of the middleware
interface in the DUST-Core. In the case that we want to send message events over a CAN-interface, we
create a new middleware object in the DUST-Core which is able to send and receive message with a
CAN-interface (see Figure 8). The application components do not need to be changed although there
is a large change in communication middleware between the application components.
Application Component A

Application Component B

Application Interface

Application Interface

DUST-Core

DUST-Core

Middleware Interface

Middleware Interface

Middleware Interface

Middleware Interface

Middleware A

Middleware B

Middleware B

Middleware A

CAN
ZeroMQ

Figure 8. The middleware is transparent to the application components.

6.3. Platform Transparency
The transparency of hardware and the transparency of middleware that is possible by using the
abstractions within the DUST-Core creates the flexibility we required for the Smart Highway testbed.
The combination of the hardware transparency and middleware transparency allows us to create a
platform transparent software architecture. The described architecture of an event-streaming model in
combination of an abstract middleware interface, which is created by using the DUST-Core, creates a
platform transparency that allows for a large reusability of application components. We believe that
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this architecture is usable in a wide range of streaming applications (e.g., IoT applications) to create
the same software reusability even when the middleware is changed.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we demonstrated how we can create application components that can communicate
with each other using an abstract middleware interface that is implemented in the DUST Core.
The DUST Coordinators can then use these application components to optimize the distributed
resource consumption. In our experiments, we showed that the coordinators can optimize the resource
consumption but are only able to find local minima in distributed resource consumption. Finally,
we demonstrated a real-world example of a system architecture that uses the DUST Core which creates
platform transparency and enables software reusability.
Future research could investigate a combination of a global search algorithm with the Contract
Net Protocol. This would allow the global method, which is computationally complex, to find an
optimal placement and the less computationally complex Contract Net Protocol to make changes
during the calculations of the global method. Another research direction is the research on device
failure because edge and fog devices are more susceptible to failures than cloud infrastructure. One
method would be to recover from a device failure and move the application components towards
another execution device to continue the application execution. Another method would be to try to
predict when a device will fail and move the application components from that device before the
device has failed (e.g., a device with a low battery). Because of the computational peaks that arise from
event processing, the techniques described by Teranishi et al. [8] could be combined with the Contract
Net Protocol and a global search algorithm.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
CAN
CNET
DUST
IoT
KPI
OBU
OEM
V2X
QoS

Controller Area Network
Contract Net Protocol
Distributed Uniform Streaming
Internet of Things
Key Performance Indicator
Onboard Unit
original equipment manufacturer
Vehicle-to-everything
Quality of Service
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